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MPI

• Old: Started 25 years ago
• Was designed as a low-level application programming 

interface
– “MPI is more like an assembly language providing 

concepts about moving data between entities.”
• Has kept evolving 1 -2 -3 
• Has been used both as an API and as an 

implementation layer for libraries and frameworks
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Problem 1

• MPI is large.
– MPI 3.1 standard is 836 pages long, (C++ 14 is 1354 

pages long)
– MPI software is ~1 MLOC

• Hard to continue evolution
– Especially for features with global impact, such as fault 

tolerance
• Hard to implement all features efficiently
– Plenty of features that are not supported well and are 

seldom used
• Vicious cycle 
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Problem 2

• MPI has been (rightly) attacked for being too low-level (as 
an API)
– But no good replacement has emerged…

• MPI should be attacked as being too high-level (as an 
implementation layer)

• Time to bifurcate:
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MPI

LLCI

MPI libs languagues

Low-level	communication	interface



LLCI

• Can be much more efficient than full MPI
• Can be evolved more easily
• Can provide better semantic match to
– the needs of various applications
– the capabilities of modern NICs
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Simple Example – One instruction Put
• Data is moved from contiguous send buffer to 

contiguous receive buffer
– Same communication pattern reused
– No synchronization involved 

• descriptor = put_init(sendbuf, length, dest, recvbuf);
– 10’s of instructions

• put(descriptor) -- one store to NIC!
– Ideal match to a modern NIC
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Match to Application

• Graph analytics library: fixed communication pattern 
but variable amount of data
– Current implementation atop MPI
• iprobe – find how much data sent
•malloc
• recv

– Both application and MPI poll
– Data is copied twice and memory is allocated twice
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Let’s Deconstruct (Point-to-Point) 
Communication

• Send/put: Copies data from send buffer to receive 
buffer
1. How are the two buffers matched?
2. What synchronization marks communication 

completion?
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Buffer Matching
• Sender knows where data goes
– Most frequent case and easiest to support in HW

• Application does not care where data goes (Use queue)
– Very useful for data analytics; expensive to “emulate” 

atop MPI
• Send and receive buffer are matched at each 

communication (send-receive)
– Most complex and seldom needed
– Made even more complex because of order requirements 

and don’t cares
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Synchronization

• Not needed for each communication: Use fence 
construct

• Signal when communication completes
–Most general: invoke method on sync object (active 

message)
– Special cases: sync object is flag, counter,…
• Should be supported by NIC! (T3D)

– Sync objects should be understood by thread/task 
scheduler!
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Performance of MPI—
Simplified Matching & Integration with 

Scheduler
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(a) Latency per message transfer for 8 threads, one
per worker/core.
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(b) Latency for 64-byte message transfer with up
to 1M ULTs that are assigned round-robin to 14
worker/cores, pthread+hash version only works up
to 16K threads.

Figure 5: Latency comparison between di↵erent MPI implementation using OSU multi-threaded latency test.

THREAD_MULTIPLE for small messages (as in mvapich2+mt)
and virtually tie with MVAPICH2 running with MPI_THREAD_-
SINGLE (as in mvapich2 ).

Performance for the modified OSU single-threaded test is
shown in Figure 6(b). At 2048 random writes, we can ob-
serve that the performance starts to be a↵ected by cache
e↵ects; only the single-threaded MVAPICH2 still performs
well. Nevertheless, our best implementation still outper-
forms MVAPICH2 under MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE. Note that
the slow-down can be due to a slower execution of the com-
munication code as well as to a slower execution of the
writes.

The comparison to MVAPICH2 is not entirely fair, since
we do not support the long list of arguments and the many
options for these arguments that MVAPICH has to support.
However, the processing of the arguments of an MPI call is
done independently by the calling thread; it does not re-
sult in synchronization overheads, and equally a↵ect MPI_-
THREAD_SINGLE and MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE. Our results in-
dicate that we can support MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE with a
very small penalty, if any, compared to MPI_THREAD_SINGLE;
and that still holds true even with 16K light-weight threads.

4.3.2 NAS Parallel Benchmarks - Data Traffic (DT)
The Data Tra�c (DT) code is part of the NAS Paral-

lel Benchmarks. It is used to evaluate the communication
performance under three di↵erent communication patterns:

• Black Hole (BH): collects data from multiple sources
to a single sink.

• White Hole (WH): distributes data from a single source
to multiple sinks.

• Shu✏e (SH): routes data from a small number of sources
to a small number of sinks through a large numbers of
layers.

Between communication phases, there are also significant
computations to verify results that help evaluate the ability

to overlap communication and computation of the runtime
system as well as the e↵ect of cache locality. The appli-
cation is written with MPI blocking send and receive and
each destination rank has a uniquely assigned tag, making
it a perfect use case for our MPI implementation. Hence,
for this experiment, we execute the reference code using our
MPI implementation without changing much of the source
nor applying any threading. Since no threading is used,
we run the benchmark on 128 nodes, one process per node,
two cores per process. Our implementation uses a single
worker in comparison with MVAPICH2 in sequential mode
and MVAPICH2 with asynchronous progress.
The NBP suite also provides di↵erent classes of problem

which represents di↵erent levels of scale. For the DT bench-
mark, we evaluate only class “A” since it is reasonably large
(requires at least 80 processes), and moreover it is equipped
with a proper verification. The reference code was down-
loaded from NBP suite version 3.3.1 at the NBP website
[36].
The results are shown in Figure 7. When there is a imbal-

ance in the number of sources and sinks, we perform better
in all cases, with up to 3⇥ performance due to a better mes-
sage matching algorithms. We are about 15% slower in the
SH case, due to more cache conflicts. The mvapich2+async
also reduces performance for the same reason, although since
the network is polled from both the main thread and the
helper threads, it is less e↵ected (average L2 cache misses
rate are 23%, 28% and 45% for mvapich2, mvapich2+async
and fult+hash respectively as reported by the perf profiler).

4.3.3 Breadth-first-search (BFS)
BFS is the kernel for the Graph500 benchmark [1], which

is frequently used to determine the performance of super-
computers for latency bound applications. The MPI refer-
ence implementation generates a large-scale graph and as-
signs to each MPI process a fixed set of vertices. The imple-
mentation then has the processes cooperatively traverse the
graph, starting from a particular vertex until all vertices are
marked visited. Although the problem is simple, it is often

Latency	8	threads N	tasks,	14	cores



Graph Analytics MPI vs. 
LLCI

• Use queue for incoming data
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(a) Latency benchmark with increasing data size (b) Message Rate benchmark with increasing message window
size for 64-byte message

Figure 4: Performance comparison ofMPI usingMPI_SEND/RECV (tag) and usingMPI_PROBE (probe) with LWCI using queue
(queue) using Osu latency and message rate test.

Figure 5: Total execution time: Abelian with LWCI run-
time, Gemini, PowerLyra (missing points mean that the
application did not run successfully).
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Figure 6: Computation and total execution time: Abelian
with MPI and LWCI runtimes (computation time is the
same for both).



Don’t develop “MPI NICs”

• Co-design:
–What are the basic communication primitives needed 

to support algorithmic communication patterns?
• Low-level Communication Interface:
– Simple interface that exposes these primitives

• API:
–MPI, Legion… built atop LLCI
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